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Abstract. In a continuously changing business environment and the era of
digitalization, business models need to adapt constantly to allow organizations
to differentiate themselves from their competitors and to secure their economic
survival. However, organizations are neither able to review their business
model management nor systemize it productively. Hence, the combination of
Industry 4.0, business model and business model management aspects
emphasizes an organization’s potential and results in an increased competitive
and operational success. To guide an organization’s advancement, a maturity
model for business model management is developed, which delivers assistance
suitable to an organization’s requirements and strategic orientation. It assesses
the organization’s current maturity level and proposes sequential steps to
advance towards a refined business model and process mastery by indicating
improvement potentials. Thus, the maturity model links an organization’s
existing organizational and operational knowledge to new concepts and makes
it accessible through a modified business model for Industry 4.0.
Keywords: maturity model, process mastery, business development,
digitalization, business model innovation
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Today, companies striving to survive in an increasingly ambitious environment
need to undergo substantial transformations. To achieve durable success in the market
business models can be utilized as a navigation instrument. Therefore, business model
management needs to be equipped to react, enable and control those newly emerging
business models. Thus, organizations discovered the potential of Industry 4.0 as an
opportunity to thrive, boost their revenue and improve customer satisfaction. [1-3] To
measure the degree of progress and advancement, maturity models were developed.
Usually applied to new technologies, their goal is to provide insight into continuous
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process improvement and status quo analysis [3]. As a whole, the maturity model
describes an anticipated, desired or typical development trajectory [4]. It therefore
serves as a scale to evaluate the management of the considered objects of a selected
domain [5]. Maturity models also represent theories about organizations’ capabilities
to evolve in a stage–by–stage manner along an anticipated, desired, or logical path
[6], which proves them to be a versatile tool in achieving process mastery.
By combining the three competences of Industry 4.0, business models and maturity
models, a framework for optimization can be constructed. The adaption of business
models through management while including aspects of Industry 4.0 can be measured
with the help of a maturity model by classifying management processes and ranking
them towards process mastery. This helps companies to renew business models to
drive innovation. Hence, a maturity model can guarantee confirmation of business
model management’s performance and to measure its capability and success.
1.2

Problem Statement

To internalize newly generated knowledge, implicitly available knowledge has to be
collected, documented and transferred to explicit knowledge [7]. Ideally,
organizations should recognize problems or not yet optimized factors and advance.
Hence, a maturity model for business model management in Industry 4.0 will enable
companies to strive towards an optimized business model in order to benefit
according to their strategic goals, responsibility and spirit.
However, a structured business model management rarely exists and companies
could struggle to associate obstacles in one sector of their company to solutions or
obstacles in another sector. This is especially the case in the era of Industry 4.0 where
changes occur frequently and require organizations to keep up. Flawed operational
decisions can lead to a downward spiral if not interrupted by alert systems such as a
decrease in profit [8]. A maturity model, in which a company’s status quo can be
categorized, provides a proposition of steps to be taken in order to prevent this
downward spiral and loss of control [1]. It poses a clear structure of steps, which can
be applied to a company depending on its strategic orientation.
1.3

Objective

This paper’s aim is to detect how modified business models can be managed to
generate assistance, guidance and, hence, profit for a company by developing a
maturity model for business model management in Industry 4.0. The development
will follow a procedure model and the intermediate results of adopting or altering
business model management have to be visible in the maturity model. Therefore,
multiple stages representing process advancement must be defined to create an
evolution of steps with the goal of process mastery of each respective element.
The model’s purpose is to identify improvement potentials. Hence, a business
model needs to be matched to the maturity model’s stages by analyzing its own
processes. It also needs to give information about further approaches, show already
adopted measures and indicate the significance and effectiveness of business model
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management. The model’s evaluation can be outlined but will not be conducted. The
maturity model’s levels provide indications about required alterations to the business
model orientation and enables business model management. In the end, the maturity
model reveals a business model management, which manages the company’s ideal
business model and adds value to a company.
1.4

Methodology

The maturity model is based on the design theory in information systems and the
design science approach [4,5,10]. The procedure model for maturity model
construction [9] led through the development process providing an outline of the
order in which the maturity model components were derived. It depicted the elements
relevant to the maturity model.
For this paper, research concerning existing maturity models and maturity models
in Industry 4.0 were reviewed. The maturity model’s development in section 3
focuses on the procedure model and the derivation of the underlying business model
in Industry 4.0. Requirements for a successful maturity model construction were
identified and defined through a literature analysis. Following the model’s
construction and item selection, the evaluation approach is discussed in section 4. The
conclusion in section 5 presents future implementation and improvement potentials.
Preliminary to the maturity model construction, the business model for Industry 4.0
was developed [11]. The included elements originated from a literature analysis. A
requirement analysis for maturity models and process based quality models was
conducted to determine factors for the maturity model’s continuous operation.
Additionally, the business model’s items were derived from the resulting business
model. They were subdivided into an advancing sequence towards process mastery.
The relevant literature is extracted from the databases Springer, IEEE Xplore, Google
Scholar and Citeseer. They were searched for the terms: “maturity model”, “business
model management”, “Industry 4.0”, “business model”, “business model innovation”,
“Industry 4.0 challenges” and “business model maturity model” among others.
Qualifying articles and papers were taken into account, regardless of their publication
date. When multiple articles and journals described the same facts, the newest article
was considered. Furthermore, the weighting factors quantity, information content and
amount of citations of those papers were examined and then considered if they added
value to the maturity model and covered this paper’s topic.

2

Related Work

2.1

Existing Maturity Models

From developments in the software industry, various models derived some years later.
Three of these models are still applied in the software industry: CMMI [12], SPICE
[13] and BOOTSTRAP [11, 12]. The most prominent maturity model is the
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). Its aim is to continuously improve
processes in software development by applying them to five maturity levels, which all
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have their individual generic goal with characteristics and requirements. To fulfill the
criteria for the next level, all requirements of the next level have to be met as well as
all previous requirements. Due to the maturity levels’ structure, it displays the
recommendation for action making it more practicable. This generates a foundation
for assessing process maturity and indicates strategies to optimize processes [12].
Based on the assumption of predictable patterns of organizational evolution and
change, maturity models represent theories about how organizations’ capabilities
evolve in a stage–by–stage manner along an anticipated, desired, or logical path [6].
Different models display the functionality and structure and are, therefore,
representable for all models– specially, since they are still general enough to be used
for the Business Intelligence domain with slight modifications [16]. By regarding
different maturity models, it can be decided which approach to choose to develop a
model applicable for business models in Industry 4.0. In this case, the most promising
characteristics of each model can be derived to form a new, goal–oriented model.
2.2

Maturity Models in Industry 4.0

A common procedure to methodically support the implementation of Industry 4.0 has
not yet been established throughout the industry and, hence, maturity models are not
notably common as well. Moreover, procedure models are generally applied [17],
which mostly lack a specific assessment or measurement [18].
Industry 4.0 enables the management and optimization of entire value networks
though the development of intelligent monitoring systems and autonomous decision
processes. This vertical integration of entire organizations with embedded systems
can lead to new business models and optimization in logistics and production. It can,
therefore, be utilized to facilitate operational process optimization [19] and form
dynamic networks, which require innovative tools to plan, regulate and control new
concepts deriving from Industry 4.0. As a consequence, interrelations and
interdependencies emerge from the integration of various components [20].
The acatech Industry 4.0 Maturity Index focuses on processes in manufacturing
companies applying Industry 4.0 technologies. By colliding an organizations current
situation, capabilities can be determined which need to be adopted in order to enable
Industry 4.0 from a strategic point of view. The six–stages index assesses the
organization according to structural and functional areas [21].
One CMMI inspired maturity model found discusses Industry 4.0 and is
constructed with five steps. It considers descriptive characteristics of Industry 4.0 and
takes the number of those applied into account. Hence, technologies are the
foundations of this model and their impact on the maturity depends on the phase it is
assigned to. If a technology is applied and appears in the model, it is considered a
match. All matches are added up and count towards the maturity level. The result is a
trend in the organization’s handling with Industry 4.0 [22]. The higher the maturity
level, the lower the risks when establishing and introducing a new technology [23].
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3

Maturity Model Development

3.1

Procedure Model

To support the maturity model’s development, design a model range and enable the
evaluation of results, a guideline needs to be established. Therefore, a procedure
model was chosen, which distinguishes between six different phases [9].
For a holistically applicable model, all criteria affecting the maturity stages and
functionality can be determined with the chosen procedure model. Hence, by
identifying all influence factors, information about the practitioner’s process mastery
can be optimized. This procedure model delivers a development process specifically
for maturity models in the context of performance management with which a maturity
model can also be assessed at the same time [9]. Its underlying requirements are based
on design science to guarantee a steadily increasing solution quality [10].

Figure 1. Business Model in Industry 4.0 based on Business Model Canvas

3.2

Business Model Management in Industry 4.0

Business models in Industry 4.0 differ from common models regarding their
performance in partners, added values, resources and activities. This is mostly
because the recent era of digitalization left a gap in the world of digital business,
which needs to be filled [24]. Furthermore, Industry 4.0 enables values based on
individualization, interaction and hybridity and allows access to Big Data through
professional approaches and tools to accomplish business model development [25].
Industry 4.0 triggers a proactive behavior in organizations and their business model
and enables opportunities to differ from their former core business. This can be
regarded as ambivalent technology innovation and ambivalent business models [26].
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However, no business model was found which describes an Industry 4.0 business
model needed to base the maturity model on. The structure of the underlying Industry
4.0 business model depicted in figure 1 therefore provides the first stage of content for
the maturity model. Hence, the business model canvas’ nine building blocks and their
respective elements pose the business model’s outline. It was created by merging
information about the business model canvas, Industry 4.0 and data derived from the
Bitkom handbook [27]. The elements describe the structure of any organization
completely and to their entirety. However, selected elements are not disjoint. Hence,
multiple elements can be chosen in order to describe an organization’s business
model. The entrepreneurial mode of business model management aims for risk
affinity and change promotion, whereas the adaptive mode pursues consensus
regarding reactivity and gradual adjustments. The planning mode prefers analytical
procedures to reach target values and establish complex strategies [28]. The
management aspect of business models derives from the strategic adaption of business
models through the maturity model.
3.3

Requirements for Process–Based Quality Models

Besides content–related specifications, requirements for process–based quality
models need to be established and elucidated. Essential specifications for the
operationalization of quality are completeness, adaptability, comprehensiveness and
sustainability, which were derived from literature involving general requirements for
quality models [29].
Completeness. All relevant quality characteristics have to be taken into account when
constructing a maturity model [29]. Multiple elements of one cluster can be chosen
simultaneously in order to improve business model management and move to the
following maturity stage. The maturity model itself must be complete as well – in the
sense of it complying with certain requirements facing completeness in the long run –
those necessities being the potential of improvement, multidimensionality, focus,
functionality, reliability, usability and efficiency. If mentioned specifications are all
met, then the condition of completeness is sufficiently accomplished [30].
Adaptability. Business models are exposed to constant change. Thus, so are the
technologies, processes, methods, techniques change entails and so is their
management. The matching requirements, individual elements or process steps can
therefore be exchanged at any time. Hence, the adaptability of the maturity model is
given [31]. Furthermore, the practitioner has to possess methodical knowledge and
expertise in the field of business models, their management, Industry 4.0 and
emerging technologies to ensure an optimal adaptability of the maturity model [15].
Comprehensiveness. In order for a quality model to be comprehensive, it needs to be
unambiguous, consistent and have the lowest complexity possible [31].
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Sustainability. Sustainability explains how much the model succeeded over time and
to what extent the model is expected in order to prove it practically relevant. One
important factor towards sustainability is an empirical foundation, where an extensive
literature analysis occurs and experts are questioned. This increases the chances of the
model being accepted throughout the industry and being applied universally [15].
3.4

Maturity Model Construction

The model’s construction depends on the definition of aspects regarding the model’s
requirements to enable the assessment of its validity later on. Thus, four distinct
requirements were identified and will be explained and defined in the following.
Purpose. The maturity model is expected to continuously improve processes by
mastering processes of business model management in organizations where Industry
4.0 components can be implemented. Hence, the scope of application can be
described as general opposed to domain–specific. This first version of the maturity
model is intended for an internal audience due to confidentiality obligations.
Organizations need to have an established drive for implementing Industry 4.0. This
is necessary, because the maturity model is developed to enable assessments of
business model management in Industry 4.0. Otherwise, many elements of the model
cannot be matched to the actual business model and therefore distort achieved results.
Generic Objective. The maturity model poses a guideline for the development or
alteration of a successful Industry 4.0 capable business model management.
Additionally, management can discern where progress did not advance as anticipated.
It is crucial that the model’s goal is not solely the assessment of maturity but also
focuses on the factors that influence further evolution and change – specially, when
considering that Industry 4.0 can never be an “end state”.
Structure. The maturity model’s structure follows the business model’s design.
Hence, the business model’s nine building blocks separate into independent elements,
reflecting a fundamental and distinct characteristic of the business model. Besides the
five final, steadily advancing maturity levels, several other criteria need to be
displayed. The process steps are arranged in sequential order along one axis whereas
the business model elements’ order can be displayed at random or to the preference of
the practitioner along the other axis. Since business models can be subdivided into
fragments, it can be determined beforehand what criteria underlie the individual
elements. Business model elements become indicators for each maturity stage. These
elements qualify for the ranking system applied in maturity models and are chosen to
represent the maturity levels. Their attributes and requirements, however, illustrate
with which characteristics and specifications these elements may be improved.
Requirements, are specifications of actions, standards, methods or technologies
necessary for the successful implementation of an Industry 4.0 business model.
Attributes are characteristics, consequences or impacts unique to Industry 4.0
business models and, hence, their management.
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Stages. There are five possible maturity levels to be reached, the higher the level, the
more mature the business model. By dividing the model into different performance
levels and criteria, an objective basis for a target–oriented evaluation is created [3].
Hence, the staged function is chosen opposed to the continuous function, since it
adapts best to the conditions given and provides a clear path for further improvement.
The individual stages’ characteristics and descriptions are determined according to the
chosen items’ process mastery and can be defined generically for the entire maturity
model. Respective items can be found in table 1. The degree of achievement of each
business model element, however, is customized for each respective element.
Table 1. Business Model Management Items for Maturity Model
Building Blocks
Customer Segment
Value Proposition

Channels

Customer
Relationship
Source of Income

Key Resources

Key Activities
Key Partners
Cost Structure

Business Model Elements

Items

Market
Customer Area
Customer Region
Object
USP
Sales Channel
Extent
Scope
Orientation
Extent
Management
Types
Types
Pricing
Method of Payment
Means of Production
Knowledge/ Know–How
Employees
Finances
Data
Technology
Partner Network
Automated Optimization
Added Value Partners
Value Proposition Cooperation
Partner
Cost Orientation
Use Orientation

Market Selection
Customer Area Selection
Expansion of Customer Region
Product and Service Adaption
Automated USP Evaluation
Sales Channel Adaption
Selection of Channel Extent
Acquisition of New Channels
Selection of Orientation
Implementation of one Direction
Customer Integration
Automated Type Evaluation
Automated Adaption
Optimization through System Solutions
Customer Individualized
Data Integrated Optimization
Conquering New Training Areas
Optimization of Employee Motivation
Automated Financial Source Selection
Business Model Enhancement
Development as Provider and Operator
Extension of Partner Network
Competitive Success Through Systems
Joint Elaboration of Business Models
Standardization and Transparency
Cost Structure Optimization
Selection/ Optimization of Orientation

Implicit. This stage identifies the business model elements by describing the stage of
process progress. This step is based on experience and generated without norms.
Defined. Based on the level of process mastery from the previous maturity stage, this
stage includes the theoretical background and information about goals and the scope
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of possibilities. Screening potential features and designating factors generate a more
exclusive knowledge about the advancement of process mastery. This can ultimately
lead to a better understanding of business process management.
Validated/ Standardized. The third stage provides confirmation about the selected
features’ performances by applying methods, techniques and technologies in order to
assess collected data to increase overall efficiency. This way, standardization can be
achieved and Industry 4.0 technologies can be implemented to detect further
improvement potentials as well as establishing computer–aided approaches to
generate harmonization and compatibility of different selected features.
Analyzed. During this stage, the selected features’ opportunities are analyzed and
adapted according to t analysis results and validity of the preceding maturity level.
For this purpose, required technologies may be implemented to advance the maturity
level towards process mastery and optimized management while also applying
benchmarking, factor and data analyses, customer surveys and conducting research.
Optimized. The final stage consists of the definite selection of features, which achieve
the optimal results concerning the organizational operation. This includes the
implementation of further methods, techniques and technologies and a continuous
expansion of the selected features. An automated analysis controls and monitors the
adaption or exchange of features in case of occurring obstacles.

Figure 2. Extract of the Maturity Model for Business Model Management in Industry 4.0

4

Evaluation

Evaluations of the maturity model and its underlying theoretical foundation have not
yet been conducted. However, as part of the procedure model, evaluation possibilities
were preselected. A complete model is not automatically a finalized model. Thus, it
needs to be evaluated regarding validity of construction. This will ensure the model’s
functionality and viability and guarantees an unobstructed and frictionless application.
One possible method is the Delphi method. It identifies trends, future events and
technological developments. A case study can assess the maturity model in its future
environment. Both aim at improvements by analyzing the practical application with a
questionnaire. Evaluation also has to occur concerning the model’s theoretical
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foundation. Thus, it is required to conduct empirical studies to back the underlying
theory and ensure validity. Stylized facts will be used additionally to determine or
confirm the selected maturity stages of each business model management element.
Also, a cross validation of the scale can be conducted to develop valid norms for the
scale. The result evaluation and, hence, the review whether the resulting maturity
level is valid can be part of the model’s application process. This is part of future
research and was currently not subject of the model’s development.

5

Conclusion

By combining the three areas Industry 4.0, business models and maturity models, a
framework for optimization was constructed. It classifies management processes and
ranks them towards process mastery. It is based on a set of criteria and the
relationship between them [5]. Thus, the maturity model links existing organizational
and operational knowledge about to new concepts and makes it accessible through a
modified business model for Industry 4.0 and the created sequence of process steps.
The conducted literature analysis ensures the accuracy of the derived models.
An organization can be matched to one of the maturity stages depending on the
chosen method of process analysis and evaluation. The sequence of maturity stages
provides recommendations for the future through the implementation of Industry 4.0
related technologies, techniques and methods. Hence, the organization’s determined
maturity level can indicate improvement potentials. Recommendations are not
mandatory, but leave room for options depending on an organization’s strategic drive.
Nonetheless, further development levels need to be reached to achieve sufficient
results. As a result, the maturity model enables the optimization of business models
and operational decision–making through process mastery and a holistic view over the
entirety of an organization.

6

Outlook

Business model management could be continuously optimized by other factors than
process mastery. Technologies, which have proven to advance the maturity of specific
business model elements, could be identified and integrated directly into the maturity
model. Furthermore, the level of Industry 4.0 technology use could indicate maturity,
as could the degree of innovativeness.
A prospective operating principle can be specified as followed: by individually
deciding for each element whether and how much it applies to the organization’s
current condition, it is measured how advanced a business model is and which
countermeasures to take. Depending on the quantity and quality of requirements and
attributes met, the level of maturity can then be determined. Operators can compare
the successfully implemented elements to elements required for each maturity stage.
The stage with most accordance is then determined to be current maturity level. The
organization can implement technologies to advance to a superior level and remains
in one stage as long as a certain percentage of conformance is reached or all
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requirements are fulfilled [12]. The model’s operating principal guarantees one valid
result and it application occurs by assessment methods such as a questionnaire [9]. By
matching the model’s process states to the organization’s ones, and applying a
predetermined thresholds for each stage to the result, the outcome will be
unambiguous and consistent. By combining environment and knowledge base
throughout multiple iteration steps, the model will be sophisticated enough to
withstand field–testing [10]. Furthermore, it could be assessed, how the application of
a maturity model influences organizations and their business model management.
Since a standard covering this specific topic is not yet in use, conclusions about
purpose and intention could be analyzed.
However, solutions regarding possibly occurring problems concerning the
application in different industry sectors need to be identified to guarantee the model’s
success in future. This may lead to the decision to apply the maturity model in
specific industry sectors and location bound at first.
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